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Retention of Prose Materials as a Function of
Postacquisition Testing
Ronald E. LaPorte and James F. Voss
University of Pittsburgh
One-week prose retention was examined as a function of four activities
immediately following reading. Completion questions as an immediate activity with knowledge of results produced significantly better
delayed retention than did questions without knowledge of results or
presentation of statements equivalent in information to the questions
with knowledge of results. These three conditions yielded performance significantly superior to the nonactivity control. Knowledge of
results did not increase retention for correctly answered immediate
questions, and it significantly increased delayed performance for immediate questions incorrectly answered. The immediate activity
facilitation findings were attributed to two processes, practice at retrieval of stored information and addition of answers to items not recallable immediately after reading. No delayed retention difference
occurred between passage information and equivalent randomly presented statements.

The experiment reported in this article was
concerned with how delayed retention is
influenced by testing or test-related procedures that are employed immediately
after reading prose materials. Spitzer (1939)
reported that delayed retention was facilitated by immediate testing, a result he interpreted by maintaining that the test trial
should be regarded as an additional learning
trial which in turn produces superior retention. Subsequently, however, Sones and
Stroud (1940) demonstrated that when delayed retention performance is compared
between a condition which received a test
trial immediately after learning and a condition in which a learning trial was presented
in place of a test trial, differential delayed
effects were obtained. Specifically, it was

found that as the interval from reading to
immediate testing was increased, delayed
retention performance decreased; on the
other hand, the effect of an actual additional
learning trial upon delayed retention was
independent of the interval between reading
and the additional learning trial. These
findings thus suggested that the learning
trial interpretation is not sufficient and that
further study is needed to determine how
the test trial influences delayed retention.
The present experiment was designed to
extend the study of the effect of the immediate activity upon delayed recall by
varying the nature of the immediate postreading activity. Three experimental conditions were employed, namely, a postreading
test trial, a postreading test trial with knowledge of results (KR), and a postreading
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the questions plus the answer provided in
knowledge of results were identical to the
statements used in the learning trial. A
control condition was also employed that
had no immediate activity. Following each
of these four procedures, subjects were tested
by a delayed retention test 1 week later.
In addition to the above manipulation, the
present experiment also provided for assessment of the retention of information presented only in the prose passage, information
presented only in the immediate activity,
and information presented both in the prose
passage and during the immediate activity.
The use of procedures which permitted thn
evaluation of these three types of information presentation represented a departure
from previous research because the previous
research only permitted comparison of information presented twice (in the prose and the
test after reading) with the control in which
information was presented only during
reading. The particular variation in mode of
presentation, that is, passage, immediate
activity, or both, had a dual purpose: First,
it permitted an evaluation of the effect upon
delayed retention of information presented
only during the immediate activity. Second,
it permitted the assessment of guessing behavior during testing.
METHOD
Procedure
Two passages of approximately 1,500 words
were used in the experiment. All subjects read one
of the passages for 15 min. The subjects were instructed to review the passage if they finished
reading before the 15-min time period was completed. All subjects were able to complete the
reading of the passage during the reading period.
Table 1 presents a description of the seven
conditions of the experiment. The subjects of the
control condition read the passage and were tested
only after the delay interval of 1 week. The conditions labeled "Question" received completion
questions for the immediate activity, with the
correct answer usually consisting of a single word.
Knowledge of results was not provided in the Question condition. The conditions labeled "Statement" read the same questions, but the answers
were included; that is, a complete statement was
presented by presenting the respective completion
questions with their answers. The subject made no
response in the Statement condition. The Question
KR conditions involved presentation of the same
completion questions as those of the Question con-

dition, and after the subject tried to state the correct answer, the correct answer was presented.
Thus, the information presented in the Statement
condition and Question KR condition was identical, but in the latter, subjects had the task of trying to anticipate the correct response. The total
presentation time in each condition per question
was 15 sec.
The three conditions labeled "50" (Question 50,
Statement 50, and Question KR 50) had 50 factual
items in the immediate activity presented as either
questions, questions with knowledge of results, or
as statements; the three groups labeled "100"
(Question 100, Statement 100, and Question KR
100) had 100 factual items in the immediate activity. In the 100-item conditions, 50 of the items
were relevant (pertaining to the read passage), and
50 of the items were not related to the passage that
had just been read. Thus, in the 100-item conditions, subjects received the same 50 questions on
the read passage that the 50-item conditions received, and they also received 50 other questions,
statements, or questions with knowledge of results,
with this second set of questions being those used
for the second, nonread passage. The actual questions and the presentation order of the 50 relevant
questions in both the 50- and 100-item conditions
were identical, with the only difference being the
interspersing of the 50 irrelevant items in the
100-item conditions.
One week after reading the assigned passage the
subjects returned for delayed testing. The purpose
of returning a week later had not been previously
discussed. As shown in Table 1, all conditions received 100 questions in Stage 1 of the delayed test.
These questions all pertained to the article that
was read. The subjects in the control condition
thus received 100 questions on the passage that was
read. The subjects in the three 50-item conditions
were tested with 100 completion questions about
the article which was read, with 50 of the items,
termed old, being the same as those items presented in the immediate activity. The other 50
items, termed new, were items from the passage
that was read, but these 50 items did not appear in
the immediate activity. Thus, for the 50-item conditions, it was possible to compare delayed recall
for items that had been presented during immediate testing with items that were not presented
on the immediate test. Stage 1 of the delayed test
for the 100-item conditions consisted of presentation of the same 100 questions presented in delayed
recall for the control and the 50-item conditions.
Thus, in the 100-item conditions, delayed retention consisted of presentation of the 50 items related to the read passage that had been presented
on the immediate activity and the 50 items of the
read passage that had not been presented in the
immediate activity.
Stage 2 of the delayed retention test consisted
of presentations of another 100 questions for the
control and the 100-item conditions. The questions
of Stage 2 pertained to the passage which had not
been read. Thus, in the control condition all ques-
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TABLE 1
DESCRIPTION or EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES
Delayed test

Immediate activity
Stage 1

Stage 2

Condition
No. questions and
statements

Passage

Control

No. questions
Read passage

Nonread passage

100
All new

100
All new

Question 50

50 Q

Read

100
50 old
50 new

Question 100

50 Q
50 Q

Read
Nonread

100
50 old
50 new

Statement 50

508

Read

100
50 old
50 new

Statement 100

508
60S

Read
Nonread

100
50 old
50 new

100
50 old
60 new

Question KR 50

50 Q & KR

Read

100
50 old
50 new

—

Question KR 100

50 Q & KR

Read

100
50 old
50 new

100
50 old
50 new

100
50 old
50 new

Note. Q = questions; S = statements; KR = knowledge of results.
tions had not been presented in the immediate
activity, that is, were new. For the 100-item conditions, 50 of the Stage 2 questions had been presented in the immediate activity, that is, old, while
the other 50 items had not been presented in the
immediate activity, that is, new. No knowledge
of results was provided during the delayed test.

Materials
Two long prose passages were initially selected
for this experiment. One of the passages was a
biography of Sir Issac Newton, and the other
passage was on the Watusi tribe in Africa. The
passages were reduced so that the information
contained within the passage was virtually exhausted by the 100 questions derived from each
passage. One half of the subjects in each of the
seven conditions received one of the two passages.
The immediate activity items of the statements,
question, or question with knowledge of results
conditions were presented in booklet form with one
question or statement appearing on each page of

the booklet. For the Question KR condition, each
question was individually presented with the
answer presented on the next page. The delayed
test questions were also presented in booklet form.
The questions were answered on a separate answer
sheet, and subjects were carefully monitored to be
sure they were following instructions appropriately.

Subjects
Twenty-four subjects served in each of the
seven conditions resulting in a total N of 168.
Approximately eight subjects participated at a
time with the order of conditions randomized.
The conditions were counterbalanced so that one
half of the subjects within each passage condition
received one set of 50 questions, and the second
half received the remaining 50 questions for the
immediate testing on the read passage. The same
system of counterbalancing was employed for the
nonread passage testing. Two orders of delayed
test questions were employed with the orders of
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TABLE 2
PERCENTAGE OF COIHUOCT RESPONSES FOB IMMEDIATE AND DELAYED TESTING
Immediate test

Condition

Belayed test

Passage
Read

Stage 1
Nonread

Old

Control

Question 50
Question 100
Statement 50
Statement 100
Question KR 50
Question KR 100
M

46.08 (14.29)
37.82 (15.50)
56.50 (11.30) 4.06 (2.61) 48.00 (11.35)
42.74 (12.18)
36.40 (13.18)
55.16 (12.64)
56.08 (16.86)
52.74 (15.61) 3.82( 3.11) 48.66 (15.88)
44.95
51.29

Stage 2
New

24.04
19.40
24.58
21.08
21.24
23.14
20.40
21.64

Old

New

(8.77)
7.90
(10.06)
(10.25) 8.16 (4.94) 6.18
(8.46)
(8.31) 19.66 (9.93) 5.32
(10.56)
(10.14) 19.74 (13.34) 6.66

(2.88)
(2.94)
(4.07)
(3.76)

Note. Standard deviations are given in parentheses.
questions being randomly assigned to half of the
subjects within each condition and orthogonal to
other conditions.

RESULTS
Table 2 presents the mean percentage of
correct responses for immediate and delayed
testing performance of the seven conditions.
Immediate Activity
Column 1 presents the data for the immediate test questions pertaining to the
article which was read. There; were, of course,
no data gathered in the Statement conditions. The mean of column 1 indicated that
approximately 50% of the questions were
answered correctly in immediate testing as a
result of passage reading. An analysis of
variance indicated that neither the; main
effect of number (50 or 100 items in the immediate activity) or presentation mode
(questions or questions with knowledge of
results) was significant, F(l, 92) = 1.00 and
1.77, p > .05, respectively. There was, however, a significant interaction of Number X
Mode, F(l, 92) = 30.77, p < .01. (The data
of all percentage scores was submitted to an
arc sin transformation before analysis.) The;
interaction appeared to be the result of
subject selection in the Question 50 condition, with three subjects of the Question 50
condition having performed quite poorly.
Deletion of the data of these three subjects
resulted in a mean of 52.00 % correct responses for the 50 condition performance.

Column 2 presents the percentage of
correct responses of those questions presented in the immediate activity to the 100item conditions which pertained to the
passage that was not read. These data, constituting essentially a guessing estimate, indicate that recall performance on the nonread passage is not 0 %. As indicated, there
were approximately 3%-4% correct responses.
Delayed Retention: Stage i
Column 3 of Table 2 presents the mean
percentage of correct responses in delayed
retention for those 50 questions that had
occurred in the immediate test, that is, the
old items. A Dunnett's test revealed that
performance on the old items in each of the
six experimental conditions \\ as significantly
superior to that of the control condition,
p < .01, in all cases. This result supports
previous data indicating that information
presented in the passage and in the immediate activity is recalled better than information presented only in the passage (Spitzer,
1939).
The column 3 data of the six experimental
conditions were analyzed, with the result
that the effect of presentation mode was
significant, F(2, 138) = 9.46, p < .01. A
subsequent Duncan analysis revealed that
performance in the Question KR condition,
was significantly superior to that of the
Question and Statement conditions, p < .05,
with performance in the latter two conditions
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TABLE 3
not significantly different, p > .05. Number
of questions did not produce a significant PROBABILITY OF CORRECT RECALL ON THIC
DELAYED TEST GIVEN CORRECT OR INCORRECT
effect, F ( l , 138) < 1.00, but the number
RECALL OF THE SAME QUESTION ON THE
variable did interact significantly with presIMMEDIATE TEST
entation mode, F(2, 138) = 4.63, p < .05.
Probability of recall
Inspection of column 3 data suggests that
this interaction is attributable to the fact
Correct/Incorrec t Correct/Correct
Question
that the 50-item conditions produced better
delayed retention than the 100-item condiDelayed—
Delayed—
Immediate
Immediate
tions in the Statement and Question KR
conditions, but the reverse held true in the
.73
50
.07
Question condition. The most likely reason
100
.81
.06
for this finding is again the presence of
KR50
.78
.30
sampling variation in the Question 50 condiKR 100
.72
.28
tion. The superior performance in the 50item condition compared to the 100-item
condition found in two of the; immediate (Table 3) presents the probability of correct
activities is not particularly surprising, since delayed recall, given that the response to the
the occurrence of 50 questions in the im- particular question was correct at immediate
mediate activity that were not related to recall. Analysis revealed no significant differthe passage may have had an interferring ence in the Question and Question KR condieffect upon the storage of information from tions on this measure, F(i, 92) < 1.00.
old items during the immediate activity.
Number of questions in the immediate acThe most important finding of the column tivity also did not yield a significant effect,
3 analysis is that the Question KR condition F(l, 92) < 1.00. The interaction of the two
produced better delayed retention perform- variables was, however, significant, 7^(1, 92)
ance than did the Question and the State- = 8.66, p < .01. Again, the finding that the
ment conditions. That questions with knowl- Question KR 50 condition produced better
edge of results produced better delayed per- conditional probability performance than
formance than did questions without knowl- the Question KR 100 condition is not suredge of results is not surprising because the prising because of the occurrence of the 50
subject received complete question and irrelevant questions in immediate activity
answer information in the former but not in in the KR 100 condition. There is, however,
the latter condition. The result that is of no apparent reason other than sampling
special interest is the significantly superior variation for the difference in performance of
performance of the Question KR condition the Question 50 and Question 100 conditions.
compared to the Statement condition. This In any event, the most important aspect of
finding is noteworthy because it indicates the analysis is that no reasonable evidence
that although the information presented in was found to support the hypothesis that the
the immediate activity in both of these con- Question KR condition yielded performance
ditions was virtually equivalent, the process significantly superior to the Question condiof trying to retrieve the correct answer tion with respect to correct delayed recall,
found in the Question KR condition yielded given that the respective item was correctly
performance superior to that of the State- recalled at the immediate test.
ment condition which involved no such reColumn 2 (Table 3) presents the probtrieval process.
ability of a correct response in delayed
A finer-grain analysis was performed on recall, given that the response to the parthe old question data by determining the ticular question was not correct in the improbability of correct delayed recall in the mediate activity. As shown, the Question
Question and Question KR conditions, given KR condition produced substantially better
that immediate recall was correct or incor- delayed recall performance than did the
rect. Table 3 presents these data. Column 1 Question-only condition on this measure,
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F(l, 92) = 89.15, p < .01. Neither the number of question variable; nor the interaction
of number of questions with the two experimental conditions is significant, F(l, 92) <
1.00, in both cases. Thus, the Table 3 data
indicate that the facilitative effect of the
Question KR immediate activity compared
to the question without knowledge of results
immediate activity is attributable to the
occurrence of a greater increase in correct
responses for those questions the subject had
not gotten correct in the immediate recall.
Also, the data indicate the rather interesting
point that the immediate activity of the
Question KR condition did not reduce forgetting significantly more than did the Question condition for those questions which the
subject had gotten correct in the immediate
activity, [n other words, the immediate
activity of the Question KR condition did
not make the correct responses more: resistant to forgetting than did the immediate
activity of the Question condition.
Returning to the data of Table 2, the
column 4 data were analyzed in order to
determine whether the presentation mode
and number of question manipulations for
the immediate activity produced any delayed
retention effects upon the performance of
the new questions, that is, those questions
on the read passage that were not presented
in the immediate activity. A Dunnett analysis revealed that the performance of each of
the six experimental conditions did not differ
significantly from that of the control, p >
.05, in all cases. The performance of the six
experimental conditions also was submitted
to analysis, with the result of no significant
difference of presentation mode, F('2, 138) <
1.00; number of questions, F(\, 138) < 1.00;
and the interaction of the two variables,
F(2, 138) = 2.21, p > .05. Thus, the analyses of the column 4 data indicate that the
type of immediate activity did not significantly influence delayed retention for the
questions that were asked for the first time
on the delayed retention test. This result
indicates that the immediate activity, while
significantly influencing delayed recall for
items presented in the immediate activity
(column 3), produces no significant effect
upon delayed retention for questions only
presented at delayed recall. This is a note-

worthy negative result since it strongly suggests that any effects of immediate testing
are item or question specific and the facilitation in performance that occurs in delayed
retention as a function of the immediate
activity is not a general effect.
Delayed Retention: Stage 2
As noted in Table \, Stage 2 of the delayed
retention test included 50 questions from the
nonrcad passage that were presented in the
immediate activity of the three 100-item
conditions, the old questions of the nonrcad
passage, as well as 50 questions from the
nonrcad passage that were not presented in
the immediate activity, that is, new questions. Column 5 of Table 2 presents the
percentage of correct delayed recall responses
of the information presented exclusively in
the immediate activity and not in the passage, and column 6 presents the percentage of
correct new questions given in delayed recall
for the unread passage, but not presented in
the immediate activity. Two results of the
column 5 and column 6 data may be noted.
First, to no surprise, the Statement and the
Question KR conditions yielded superior
performance to the Question condition for
the column 5 data, and little difference was
shown in column 5 data in the performance
of the Question KR and Statement conditions. Second, performance on the old questions in the Question condition (column 5)
did not differ significantly from that of the
control condition, £(91) = .09, p > .05, a
result simply indicating that presentation of
the questions without the answers in the
immediate activity did not facilitate retention, a not surprising result (see Table 2).
An interesting comparison that may be
made is between the delayed retention data
of columns 4 and 5 (Table 2) for the Statements and Question KR 100 conditions. In
essence, this comparison is between the
retention of information presented only in
the passage and not in the immediate activity (column 4) to information presented
only in the immediate activity and not in
the passage (column 5). Analysis of variance
revealed that for the Statements and the
Question KR conditions, there is no significant difference in performance in recall
between the material presented only in the
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passage and the material presented only in
the immediate activity, F(l, 207) < 1.00.
DISCUSSION
The results of the present experiment
support four conclusions regarding the effect
of the immediate activity upon delayed
retention performance. First, the findings
indicated that all immediate activity conditions of the present experiment facilitated
delayed retention. Second, the results indicated that such effects are question or information specific in that only retention of the
passage information presented in the immediate activity was shown to produce
facilitation in delayed retention; passage
information tested at delayed retention
which involved information not presented in
the immediate activity yielded no better
performance than that of the control condition. Thus, the facilitative effect of the immediate activity upon delayed retention is
specific to the information of the immediate
activity. Third, although delayed retention
in each of the six experimental conditions
was superior to that found in the control
condition, the magnitude of the facilitation
varied with the experimental condition.
Specifically, asking questions and providing
knowledge of results produced better delayed
retention than did either questions without
knowledge of results or the presentation of
statements which were essentially equivalent
in information content to the Question KR
condition. Furthermore, the conditional
probability data of Table 3 indicate that the
superior performance of the Question KR
condition to the Question only condition
was primarily due to the occurrence of correct responses in delayed retention to questions that were not responded to correctly
in the immediate testing, but was not attributable to reduced forgetting in delayed
retention of those questions which were
responded to correctly. This third conclusion
requires special consideration.
The issue of why the Question KR condition produced better delayed retention performance than did the Question only condition may be explained by the conditional
probability data of Table 3, as mentioned
above, but the matter of why the Question
KR condition yielded superior performance
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to that of the Statements condition is of
special interest. This result may be interpreted as supporting the view that the
process of retriving information per so has a
facilitative effect upon delayed retention of
that information. More specifically, the three
experimental conditions may be viewed in
the following way. Performance in the Statements condition was superior to that of the
control condition, because the information
provided in the immediate activity increased
the likelihood of retention of specific information in the statements, and quite conceivably, the Statements condition thus gave
the subject knowledge of some information
he would not have been able to recall at the
time of the immediate activity. The Question
condition produced better delayed recall
than did the control condition not because
any new information was presented but
because the subject had practice at retrieving
the information he knew. The Question KR
condition had both benefits, however. It
provided the subject with correct information when he was not able to respond correctly, and it provided practice at retrieving
the information he was able to state in the
immediate activity. Thus, this explanation
postulates the operation of two factors of
immediate activity that act to facilitate
delayed retention, namely, the gain of correct response information at immediate
testing (the Statement and Question KR
conditions) and the facilitation which occurs
that is attributable to retrieving correct responses (the Question and Question KR
conditions). In agreement with this explanation is the fact that facilitation of retrieval of
correct information upon the delayed subsequent retrieval of the same information has
been reported by Allen, Mahler, and Estes
(1969) and Hogan and Kintsch (1971).
The fourth conclusion of the present experiment must bo regarded as highly tentative, but nevertheless of theoretical interest.
The results indicated that there was no significant difference in delayed retention performance for the material that was presented
in the passage or at immediate testing. This
result is of interest for it indicates that the
presentation of the information embedded in
an organized passage structure produced no
better delayed retention than did the prcs-
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